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Introduction 

 

We have been commissioned to help enable Richard Huish College (the College) develop a pro-active 

and positive action plan to foster and manage a changing culture and behaviours in how students 

and staff travel to and from the main campus site in Taunton. 

This Community Travel Plan represents the first stage of a 5-stage process in setting out how best 

the College can deal with challenges it faces related 

to travel and accessibility and respond to 

opportunities in the coming years.  

The stages which follow will then need to focus on:  

• screening of recommended actions by the College 

to confirm cost and timings;  

• student and staff survey to help quantify, 

evidence and prioritise actions; and, 

• the implementation and ongoing monitoring of 

actions. 
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Driving Change 

The College is already very positive with regard to helping enable students and staff get to and from 

the College and the student prospectus has a clear and up-front message about travel, encouraging 

students to travel by foot, cycle and public transport ahead of choosing to use a car.  The College 

website1 has a plethora of useful travel information on how to get to the and incentives and support 

that can be offered.   

 

 

 
1 See https://www.huish.ac.uk/student-information/getting-to-college/  

https://www.huish.ac.uk/student-information/getting-to-college/
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However, there are several factors which together mean that this is a good time to seek to introduce 

change in travel patterns and habits to and from the College.  In summary, these factors are as 

follows2. 

1. The College is well-established and will continue to be a destination of choice for students across 

Somerset and beyond, providing a high-quality education and stepping-stone for students from 

school to careers, employment and University.  Inevitably, this will likely mean an increase in the 

number of students, across both part and full-time courses. This potential increase in numbers 

of students visiting the campus presents challenges in accommodating any increase in cars on-

site with the site being constrained by other development and land-ownership and little, if any, 

room on the site for an increase in parking spaces. 

2. We live at a time when the climate is changing and when we all have a responsibility to play a 

role in helping to mitigate and adapt to the consequences presented. 

3. The development of this plan is being done at a significant time of change in travel habits and 

behaviour due to the coronavirus pandemic, which presents its own set of challenges as well as 

opportunities to embed change in travel behaviours and reliance on the private car.  Time will 

tell whether changes seen during the pandemic will remain, whether there will be a “new 

normal” or whether there will simply be a “return to type” to the way people travelled before 

the pandemic (not just to access education but also to work, school, accessing retail and services 

and to leisure activities).  It is clear though, that there is also likely to be a major impact on the 

provision of services, including public transport (particularly in rural and semi-rural areas), due 

to the inevitable recession, as we recover from 

the impact of the pandemic.  This will be a long-

term issue, without doubt and much of this is very 

clearly outside of the College’s ability (and 

responsibility as an education establishment) to 

change. 

4. Local authorities, even before the pandemic, were 

preparing plans to make Taunton a greener, 

healthier, more accessible town which responds 

positively to the challenges brought about by 

growth and change in the economy and need for 

housing.  While the pandemic will undoubtedly 

slow the pace of this change, the direction of travel will likely remain during and after recovery 

mode.  There will be opportunities for the College to benefit from these plans with the right 

engagement and demonstration of a sound plan to support positive change as an education 

provider at the heart of the local economy and local community. 

5. The College has a responsibility, despite its limited resources away from its core role in 

educating students, to influence change in travel behaviours of its students and staff and to 

support them to be able to make decisions which benefit both their health and the local 

environment. 

6. This report is also set against the context of recent proposals from Somerset County Council to 

introduce a residents’ parking scheme in the residential streets in the vicinity of the College 

which has been brought about by residents’ concerns about student use of streets adjacent to 

the College to park during College hours.  It also seems likely, from anecdotal evidence, that 

daytime parking has increased in recent years on streets near to the College by people working 

 
2 Appendix 1 sets out a more detailed “SWOT” analysis of strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats which have informed this 
summary. 
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in the town centre, to avoid paying for long-stay parking.  This is also understood to be a growing 

issue on other arterial roads into the town, prior to Covid-19 at least. 

7. The College has limited funds to be able to find traditional solutions to parking issues such as 

purchasing additional land to provide more parking capacity. 

8. The RHC developed travel plans in 2011 and 2014 connected to developments at the College.  

For all of the above drivers of change, it is the right time to take the best from these shorter-

term action plans and fit alongside new measures to help respond positively to challenges and 

develop a structured framework for change alongside and to influence local authorities’ plans 

for travel and transport and improving health and accessibility. 

 

Richard Huish College 

 

Location and Travel Times 

The College is well-placed on the strategic transport network in the county town just off the M5 at 

Junction 25 with other primary route network routes leading to the town such as the A358 from the 

south-east and north-west, A38 running to Wellington to the south-west and Bridgwater to the 

north-east and other arterial routes into eastern Somerset including the A361 and A378.  Taunton 

benefits from a mainline railway station.   

 

Figure 1: Richard Huish College Strategic Location 

 

 

The College is located in the south-eastern side of Taunton on South Road (B3170), a 5 – 10-minute 

walk from the town centre.   
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Figure 2: Richard Huish College Location in Taunton 

 

 

Figure 3: 500m Walking and Cycling Radii 

 

 

Being located on a good road network gives the College a wide catchment for students if travelling 

by road.  
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Figure 4: 10, 20 and 30-minute Peak Car Drive-times to College 

 

 

Vision & Drivers 

The College’s Vision, set out in its 2019-2022 Development Plan is “Delivering Exceptional 

Education”.  This is to be achieved through a set of aims, or “drivers”, which are: 

a. Maintain and seek further improvements in student outcomes and progression through highly 

effective teaching, learning and pastoral care. 

b. Maintain and further improve the range and quality of enrichment activities. 

c. Further develop formal and informal partnership working through our links with other 

organisations both in the Huish group and the local and wider community. 

d. Develop current or new income streams and grow our total number of international students 

and apprentices. 

e. Seek further financial efficiencies and cost savings. 

f. Retain and grow our local, regional and national reputation as a highly effective and forward-

thinking educational organisation.  

g. Further improve the quality of the College’s campus and facilities. 
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College “offer” and its role in the community and local economy 

Richard Huish College offers sixth form courses, apprenticeships and professional courses to 16-19 

and adult learners.  The College website states that “Rated as outstanding by Ofsted, it is a place 

where you can expand your 

horizons and develop your 

future among like-minded 

people. Huish provides 

exceptional education and 

training through the delivery 

of a holistic academic and 

vocational curriculum to over 

2000 students across 

Somerset and North 

Devon.”3 

The College is continually 

investing in facilities, with 

recent developments 

including the Sycamore 

Sports Centre and Willow 

Café in 2016, the Oak House 

student accommodation in 

2017, the Maple Building for 

Visual Arts and Computing in 

2017, and most recently the 

Aspen Music Centre in 2020.    

While there is no quantified 

figure for the value of the 

College to the local 

economy, research has 

consistently linked College 

education to several things: 

• improving the lives of 

young people and adults 

by increasing 

employability; 

• training students and the 

future workforce in 

essential and industry 

specific skills that local and sub-regional businesses need to increase productivity and prosper; 

• attracting non‑local students who bring new spending monies to the local economy; 

• qualifications enable students to move through to higher education with clear economic benefits 

that further progression through education can provide, with some students returning to the 

area later in life with higher salaried jobs; and, 

 
3 See https://www.huish.ac.uk/  

https://www.huish.ac.uk/
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• qualifications add economic value to students’ career and income in the future (and through the 

taxes they pay). 

Given the impact of further education colleges on the economy, studies have suggested that “they 

must occupy a central place in all strategic planning that seeks to revitalise local and regional 

economies”4.  This suggests a need for the College to engage directly with authorities planning for 

the future, not just in education but across wider sectors and disciplines such as business and 

economic development, planning and transport.  Levering in investment and developing 

opportunities for the College to access and / or benefit from funding streams across these sectors 

will inevitably lead to improvements in the quality of the “overall offer” in and around Taunton 

outside of the learning experience that the College provides and help to increase student numbers.   

 

Figure 5: Driving the offer forward: the leverage cycle 

 

 

 

There is no better time than now to start to engage more proactively in this process with the 

Government pushing a post-Covid 19 economic recovery plan, a sharp focus on the climate change 

emergency and with the recent publication of proposals for perhaps the biggest overhaul to the 

planning system (including the environment, housing, design, transport and economy) since its 

modern day inception in 19475.  This Plan and the actions contained within it are not simply about 

the College, in isolation, but the very positive contributions now and in the future that it can make to 

the wider environment and economy in Taunton and the wider sub-region. 

 
4 See https://www.economicmodelling.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/The-Economic-Impact-of-Further-Education-Colleges.pdf, p.8, EMSI (for 
the 157 Group). The study undertook an impact and investment analysis which explore the direct monetary benefits and long-term 
benefits to a variety of stakeholders (for example, benefits to society, tax payers and learners) respectively with a focus on several case 
studies.  Other studies also suggest a strong link between colleges and economic benefits (see https://www.aoc.co.uk/about-
colleges/research-and-stats/surveys-and-research/economic-impact-studies).  
5 The “Planning for the Future” White Paper published in August 2020 – see 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907647/MHCLG-Planning-
Consultation.pdf  
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https://www.economicmodelling.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/The-Economic-Impact-of-Further-Education-Colleges.pdf
https://www.aoc.co.uk/about-colleges/research-and-stats/surveys-and-research/economic-impact-studies
https://www.aoc.co.uk/about-colleges/research-and-stats/surveys-and-research/economic-impact-studies
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907647/MHCLG-Planning-Consultation.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907647/MHCLG-Planning-Consultation.pdf
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Typical term times and operating & learning day 

For the 2020-21 academic year, opening times (typical of most years) will be 08.00 – 17.30. Term 

dates for 2020-21 are as follows. 

• Autumn Term: 2 September to 21 October & 2 November to 18 December 

• Spring Term: 4 January to 12 February & 22 February to 1 April 

• Summer Term: 12 April to 9 July 

 

Current and projected student and staff numbers (full and part time) 

There are currently 257 staff members at the College.  Between terms this typically reduces to 

around 25 per day. 

The are several factors which influence the number of students in both the 16-19 age group and 

adult / 19+.  Student year numbers across the College’s catchment in secondary schools, the 

College’s course offer, grades achieved, other colleges’ offer and so on will all contribute to total 

numbers.  16-19 numbers have been steady at above 1,800 for many years with greater change in 

the adult / 19+ age group being 714 in 2019-20 and reaching as high as 1,116 in 2017-18.  2019-20 

saw a total of 2,536 students (16-19 and adult learners).  Of the total number of students studying 

full or part time at the College, 81% were full-time. 

Numbers of full and part-time students will have an impact on transport modes used to get to and 

from the College but other factors such as the economy and household / family’s affordability of 

travel options, availability to take students to the College, availability and frequency of public 

transport services and changes in travel habits will all contribute to journeys made to and from the 

College.   

 

Figure 6: Student Numbers in Previous 5 Years 
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The College’s projections of potential student numbers in the next 4 years suggest that numbers are 

likely to increase.  As figures for trends over the last few years show, age 16-19 student numbers 

tend to be fairly consistent, with the number of adult learners varying.  The College projects 16-19 

students to be 1,815 in 2020-21 increasing to 1,924 in 2023-24.  Adult learner numbers are more 

difficult to accurately estimate, but if the mean figure is used from the last 5 years (930) figures 

could look as follows, rising to 2,854 in 2023-24 from the last year 2019-20 of 2,536. 

 

Figure 7: Student Numbers Forecast in the Next 5 Years 
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Student geographic catchment  

The catchment area for students in the 2020-21 academic year is typical of most with most students 

travelling from within Taunton and its immediate sub-region.   

 

Figure 8: Postcode areas from where 2020-21 students travel to the College 

 

Notes: based on 2019-20 returning Lower 6th students and those entering Lower 6th with an active application to attend 

 

Student and staff movement (peak and off-peak times) 

There are currently no figures available for when students arrive at and leave from the College.  

However, the College has records of the number of classes and periods of the day when those 

classes take place.  These are presented in two-weekly blocks as timetables are structured across a 

fortnightly set of classes.  Figures are consistently around 1,400 across the week, with numbers 

slightly less on Wednesday mornings at 1,300.  Wednesday afternoons are a class free period.   

These figures are helpful in that they reflect when students and how many are on the College site on 

each day but they mask when students might arrive at and leave the College (for example, if they 

have half days or free study periods, etc.) and therefore impact on the understanding of the peak 

times of travel.   

  

862 
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Figure 9: Estimated classes and student numbers in College during the week A 

 

 

Figure 10: Estimated classes and student numbers in College during the week B 

 

 

It is worth noting that for the first term of the 2020-21 academic year, the College will be operating 

on an altered timetable to reflect the safety consideration which need to be in place due to 

coronavirus.  Without presenting the full detail in this report, this amounts to a reduced frequency 

of daily taught sessions (from 5 to 2) and 2-hour tutorial sessions (half group) per fortnight block. 

Other measures such as rigorous cleaning, sanitation facilities, use of student “bubbles” and reduced 

numbers of staff and students on site at any one time will also be in place, amongst others.  This will 

of course have an impact on travel patterns (how many people arrive and depart during the day) and 

the pandemic will likely have an impact on how students choose to travel to and from the College. 
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The degree to which some of the temporary changes will remain after the pandemic is yet to be 

seen but some practices and the structure of the day could remain into the future.  This could have a 

positive impact on travel patterns and behaviour.  

 

Previous College Travel Plans  

Reviewing previous Travel Plans produced by the College in response to new developments give an 

understanding of any current measures still in place and potential opportunities to follow-up or re-

start as part of this Plan.   

The College last produced a full Travel Plan in 2011/12, appended for reference as Appendix 2.  This 

was also the last time that a student travel survey was undertaken.  An update on progress made on 

actions was sought from the College which monitored progress against actions for some time.  We 

have also reviewed the 2014 Travel Plan which was produced to accompany the planning application 

for the residential accommodation in South Road.  This was also monitored to satisfy planning 

conditions on the permission granted for the development.  The Plan is appended as Appendix 36. 

 

Transport Network and Demand 

Appendix 4 sets out the detail of the main transport networks and routes to and from the College.  

The sections below summarise the position in relation to access routes to the College. 

 

Peak Time Traffic on Local Access Roads 

Access onto the road network is via a one-way [in/out] system at the main entrance, or via Calway 

Road, Bishop Fox’s Drive to the main car park. All these routes are within 30mph zones although part 

of South Road is subject to a 20mph limit during school hours with both Bishops’ Fox school and 

King’s College also on sites off South Road.  Congestion on South Road at peak times (generally 8.00 

– 9.00 am for northbound traffic into the town centre) can make access into the College site difficult 

(but this does help to keep traffic speeds down).  At all other times it seems to operate smoothly. 

The neighbouring Bishop Fox’s School and the College have different start and finish times which 

helps to spread the peak-time traffic load.  

In recent years and until the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic, traffic levels have, anecdotally, 

increased along South Road as a route into Taunton which can avoid delays caused by loading on the 

motorway junction (Junction 25).   

 

Key footpath and cycle routes 

The College is on a main road from Taunton town centre (South Road) and is only a 10-15 minute 

walk on paved routes from the town centre and main bus station and bus stops.  There is also a 

segregated on-road cycle path from the town centre along South Road to the College. 

There is an off-road cycle path to the College which runs from Vivary Park on the edge of the town 

centre (Mountway).  

 
6 It can also be viewed here - 
https://www2.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/WebPages/Imaging/ViewImage/ViewImage.aspx?SRBarCode=
Ty1DGpSgLrOar2CBvT&ExtID=PDF  

https://www2.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/WebPages/Imaging/ViewImage/ViewImage.aspx?SRBarCode=Ty1DGpSgLrOar2CBvT&ExtID=PDF
https://www2.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/WebPages/Imaging/ViewImage/ViewImage.aspx?SRBarCode=Ty1DGpSgLrOar2CBvT&ExtID=PDF
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Students also access the College from the south along South Road to the shops at Mountfields and 

then onto the residential areas of Holway / Killams. 

The 2011/12 Travel Plan stated the following about these routes: 

“Accessibility on all these routes is good, with the exception of Crossings. The Sainsbury’s crossing is 

multi-stage with quite long waiting times, the Mount crossing is also multi-stage and can be 

crowded, and the walk to Mountfields requires two crossings, one by Calway Road lights and the 

other the pedestrian crossing at Mountfields. Continuity on the second route is broken by the lack of 

pavement/footpath on a section of Mountway. Safety, security and comfort are also good, with the 

exception of the footpath between Richard Huish College and Mountway during the hours of 

twilight/dark. It is lit but there have been occasional incidents, particularly with lone female students, 

of nuisance or threat which discourages its use during these hours.  All routes are easy to find and 

follow, but there is little signage. Small numbers of students will cross the ‘green wedge’ on foot, 

usually via Ash Meadow [part of the College], the East Deane Way then into Sherford, Wilton, 

Galmington and Comeytrowe. The first part of this route can be muddy and dark.” 

These issues remain concerns for the College although it has been acknowledged that the crossing 

times at Sainsburys is no longer considered an issue for students. 

 

Public Transport 

 

Buses 

The College is only a 10-15 minute walk from the town’s main bus stops and bus station.  However, 

many buses come directly to the campus.  Firstbus routes 6 (hourly from 06.58 to 17.58) and 99 

(every 2 hours from 08.17 to 16.37) run to or past the College and the College website has weblinks 

to the traveline7 website where detailed journey times and routes can be explored. Other routes 

which arrive from outside of Taunton call at the College at the start and end of the College day on 

weekdays (including the 10c Hatch Green Coaches bus to Martock and 96c South West Coaches bus 

to Crewkerne).   

It should be noted, however, that at the current time during the pandemic, some services are being 

run at a reduced frequency until further notice. 

  

 
7 See https://www.traveline.info/  Travel details for buses, including tickets, can also be viewed at 
https://www.travelsomerset.co.uk/bus/  

https://www.traveline.info/
https://www.travelsomerset.co.uk/bus/
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Figure 11: Main Public Transport Interchanges 

 

 

There are two strategically located park and ride sites serving Taunton, at Gateway and Silk Mills.  

However, there is no data for student or staff use of these which are predominantly aimed at 

commuters, visitors and shoppers remaining in the town for much of the day.  There are no 

incentives for students travelling in from outside of Taunton to use these facilities (and it would be 

counter-intuitive for students and staff to travel from within Taunton to the sites unless they lived 

close enough to walk to them and simply use the bus service into the town).  It is unlikely to be a 

priority of focus for the College as it seems likely that there would be little interest from students or 

staff to use them. 

 

County (Bus) Ticket 

Prior to Covid-19 Somerset County Council (SCC) offered a “County Ticket”. This is an annual ticket 

(Sept – Aug) allowing students to travel at any time on most bus services where the journey starts or 

finishes within the administrative boundary of Somerset. This allows students to travel across county 

boundaries. When the scheme is operating, the College offers every student who holds a County 

Ticket a contribution of £100 towards the cost, paid in December. If, however, students are eligible 

for a discretionary bursary they could receive additional financial help (£600) towards the cost of the 

County Ticket.   

In 2019-20 a total of 319 County Tickets were bought by students.  There are no records, however, 

available for the frequency of use of these tickets, use of other bus services or tickets purchased for 

individual journeys. 

However, at the current time, due to the ongoing pandemic, SCC are not offering County Tickets for 

the 2020/21 academic year. Due to potential social distancing measures and possible changes to the 
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level of College attendance required from September 2020, an annual pre-paid ticket is understood 

to not be the most viable option.8 

 

Slinky Accessible Bus On-demand Service 

The Slinky9 on-demand service, run by Somerset County Council, is available for students to use.  The 

service operates to supplement public services in areas where there is no regular bus service.  

Somerset Student County Tickets can be used on the service when the scheme is in operation. 

 

Rail 

Taunton Railway Station is around 25-minutes walk from the College on the other side of the town 

centre.  Travelling by bus will usually require transferring from one service to another in the town 

centre.   It is understood from the College that only a few students use rail to get to the College, with 

staff rarely travelling by train. 

 

Car and motorbike / moped parking 

 

On-site parking capacity and costs 

There are a total of approximately 200 spaces available on-site across the rear car park for students 

to use, and a staff car-park (with 12 designated moped parking spaces available within the front Staff 

Car Park).   

There is also an occasional voluntary user permit for any member of staff, which allows free parking 

on-site for up to 20% of their contracted hours.   

There are also five visitor parking spaces which can be booked out in advance and are free for 

visitors to use. 

Staff and students can pay for a parking permit to park on-site and pay £85 per year (pro-rata for 

part-time staff), with the cost reduced to £70 if paid in full.   

Due to restricted space only second year students, adult learners and apprentices who live outside 

the TA1 postal area are offered parking permits (done so on a first come, first served basis). 

The car park and motorbike / moped parking spaces are full to capacity most days. 

The front of the site is supervised by the Duty Manager at the start and end of the College day.  The 

main gates are closed at the end of the day for buses only to enter the front part of the site. 

  

 
8 The most recent update for bus travel at the time of writing this report is set out by the college on its website 
here - https://www.huish.ac.uk/important-transport-update-for-september-2020/ . 
9 See https://www.travelsomerset.co.uk/slinky-services-demand-responsive-transport/ 

https://www.huish.ac.uk/important-transport-update-for-september-2020/
https://www.travelsomerset.co.uk/slinky-services-demand-responsive-transport/
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Figure 12: College site (campus map) 

 
 

Figure 13: College site (aerial) 

 

Source: Google Maps  
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Drop-off and collection bays 

The front turning circle for the College remains clear to allow entry to any emergency vehicles, buses 

and deliveries.   

No data has ever been collected to quantify how many students are dropped off and collected from 

the College site each day. 

 

Off-site car parking 

 

On-street parking in nearby roads (current) 

Some nearby residential roads have free on-street parking although many around the College (and 

also close to Bishops’ Fox school and King’s College) have double and single yellow line restrictions 

and some roads already have residents’ parking schemes in place to restrict free on-street parking 

during daytime hours (typically 8am – 6pm).   

It is not known how many student or staff vehicles occupy free legal on-street parking “spaces”.  We 

have not estimated how many free on-street parking spaces there are on nearby residential streets 

but further work should seek to establish approximately how many spaces there could be after the 

proposed residents’ parking scheme (see below) has been introduced.   

 

On-street parking in nearby roads (proposed residents’ parking scheme) 

SCC has been consulting with residents close to the College following concerns raised by residents 

about the volume of parking taking place on residential streets around the College.  An update an 

invitation to submit views on the proposal was received by residents and the College in July 2020 

which is attached as Appendix 5.  It proposes to introduce a residents’ parking scheme, stating: 
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The letter also refers to an imminent parking review across the whole of Taunton.  The College 

should engage with this review as it also refers to potential parking controls on nearby roads and it is 

not clear in the letter whether this would be in addition to the proposed resident’s scheme or within 

that context. 

 

Off-street parking locations 

Taunton town centre benefits from a large number of car parks, none in the immediate vicinity of 

the College but close enough to be within easy walking distance of the College. 

 

Figure 14: Off-street public car parks 

 

Notes: light blue circles indicate short-stay and darker blue long-stay. 

 

Cycle parking 

There are a high number of secure bicycle stands (and other opportunities to secure bikes) around 

the campus with a total of 150 stands (which can often be used by more than one bike if the 

Sheffield type stand), 46 of which are covered.  The College has stated that they are well-used most 

days.10 

 

Other support for Cyclists 

The College has showers and lockers for those cycling into College.  It also operates a cycle to work 

scheme for staff and there is a free cycle maintenance service for students twice a year.    

 
10 The 2011/12 Travel Plan stated that the number of student bicycles on-site during an average day was 186 
with the number of staff cycling to the college 22. 
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Other Modes and Infrastructure 

 

Motorbikes / mopeds 

The College works in collaboration with Somerset Road Safety11 to promote safe practices amongst 

new drivers and moped riders. 

 

Car sharing 

Car sharing and car pooling schemes are an accepted way to commute.  There are a number of 

schemes available for the general public to use12 although none which specialise in student travel 

and car sharing often occurs informally between work colleagues.  This informal arrangement is 

anecdotally used by some students at the College.  However, a more formal system has barriers 

already known by the College – for example, quite often there can be a clause in a student’s 

insurance to not take “paying” passengers.  This makes a formal scheme difficult for the College to 

support, unless these restrictions changed.  The College does not monitor numbers of students 

choosing to informally lift share. 

 

E-Scooters 

There is currently no secured or dedicated parking spaces or areas for e-scooters, which is 

understandable.  However, interest amongst the general public in using e-scooters is growing with 

the first e-scooter to hire schemes being launched in urban areas this year.  Given carbon savings 

over use of more traditional fossil fuel vehicles and potential change in frequency of bus services 

post covid-19, it is likely to be a growing mode of transport (despite the challenges faced by use on 

both roads and pavements) and particularly for younger age groups.  The College should be aware of 

this trend and should seek to understand potential interest in the coming years and cater for e-

scooters accordingly. 

 

Electric vehicle charging points 

There are currently no electric charging points on the campus site.  With growing demand now and 

in the future, providing such infrastructure would be worth considering with dedicated charging 

bays. 

 

Changing Trends in Transport Use 

Data continues to be collected nationally and by relevant organisations about the impact of Covid-19 

restrictions and changing behaviours in transport.  There is no local travel information that we are 

aware of to quantify changes in travel patterns and modes in and around Taunton.  Anecdotally 

however, national trends and our own local travel, suggests that car use has fallen, while use of 

other modes such as cycling has increased.  Bus use has also fallen.  We cannot yet be certain of how 

permanent (or not) the changes in travel habits will be and a good test will be in the autumn and 

winter of 2020 / 21 to see how the increasing return to work for more people and the return to 

 
11 See http://www.roadsafetysomerset.org.uk/  
12 For example, https://www.travelsomerset.co.uk/community-car-schemes/, www.somersetcarshare.com, 
and https://liftshare.com/ 

http://www.roadsafetysomerset.org.uk/
https://www.travelsomerset.co.uk/community-car-schemes/
http://www.somersetcarshare.com/
https://liftshare.com/
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schools and colleges manifests across modes.  However, there is an opportunity to capitalise on 

changes with a likely lasting impact being on town centre parking supply and demand, which is also 

likely to be impacted by vacancies in retail as well as office premises in the town (meaning fewer 

shoppers and employees requiring both short and long stay parking).  Should traffic volume increase 

close to pre-Covid-19 lockdown, transport consultants who are monitoring changes in modes and 

frequency have suggested that one change could be in the volume of traffic at peak times with a 

peak period being elongated and the volume of traffic being “stretched” across a longer period.   

Changes are of course being influenced by increasing use (largely out of necessity to start with) of IT 

solutions and we reflect elsewhere in this report on the impact that this is having on the College and 

student experience.  This may continue to play a role in student learning but it seems unlikely, 

subject to Covid-19 restrictions, to play a preferred long-term role for a majority of learning time out 

of choice. 

It is too early to say what the impact could be, but there will be opportunities that the College could 

pursue linked to both public and private car park off-street capacity being more fluid and perhaps 

supply exceeding demand, subject to a careful balance being applied so as not to encourage greater 

car use but moving further up the “green transport” hierarchy / steps (see section later in this 

report). 

 

Current Transport and Planning Policy Context 

There are several of plans, strategies and programmes either in place or in development which the 

College should be cognisant of as it moves the actions in this Plan forward.  There could be 

opportunities to be taken which could help to deliver the proposed actions, by influencing policy 

change and / or funding programmes.   

The College should keep up-to-date with progress on these to understand when to engage, look to 

influence and potentially benefit from capital or revenue funding opportunities.   
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Document / 
Programme 

Status 
Responsible 

body(ies) 
Commentary 

Planning White Paper 

(2020) 
Consultation Government 

The Government’s White Paper “Planning for the Future”, published in August 2020, proposes 

significant changes to the planning system.  It will be important for the College to be aware of 

changes as they come forward and the implications and opportunities that the changes could 

present. See 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/

file/907647/MHCLG-Planning-Consultation.pdf  

National Planning 

Policy Framework 

(2019) 

Approved but 

subject to 

change 

Government 

The NPPF is the planners’ rulebook and sets out the Government’s national planning policies 

which all those operating within or using or proposing development should consider.  See 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2  

Taunton Deane Site 
Allocations and 
Development 
Management Policies 
document (2016) 

Approved TDBC (SW&TC) 
The SADMP is being reviewed following the merger of Taunton Deane Borough Council with West 
Somerset Council (see Local Plan Review below).  See 
https://www.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/media/1072/sadmp-adopted-2016-maps.pdf 

Local Plan Review 

(ongoing) 

Options 

consultation 
SW&TC 

The Local Plan Review will merge and review the statutory planning documents for West 

Somerset and Taunton Deane.  It will also extend the plan period to 2040.  See 

https://www.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/planning-policy/adopted-local-plans/local-plan-

review-2040/  

Connecting Taunton 

(2018) 
Approved 

SCC, TDBC 

(SW&TC) 

Connecting Taunton sets out a strategic vision for connectivity for the county town referencing 
education as an important factor related to movement into, out of and within the town.  Its 
longer-term aspirations include “Be a town open to innovation and new technology to improve 
the travel experience, making it easier to get around and reducing the need to travel for work and 
education.”  See http://www.somersetconsults.org.uk/gf2.ti/f/932418/38233573.1/PDF/-
/70025521_Connected_Taunton_Draft_v9_9.1.18_Small_file_Spreads.pdf 

Garden Town Vision 

(2019) 
Approved TDBC (SW&TC) The Vision references the importance of education in the town to help improve the town’s 

dynamism and prosperity and states that one measure of success will be “Taunton is widely 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907647/MHCLG-Planning-Consultation.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907647/MHCLG-Planning-Consultation.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2
https://www.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/media/1072/sadmp-adopted-2016-maps.pdf
https://www.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/planning-policy/adopted-local-plans/local-plan-review-2040/
https://www.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/planning-policy/adopted-local-plans/local-plan-review-2040/
http://www.somersetconsults.org.uk/gf2.ti/f/932418/38233573.1/PDF/-/70025521_Connected_Taunton_Draft_v9_9.1.18_Small_file_Spreads.pdf
http://www.somersetconsults.org.uk/gf2.ti/f/932418/38233573.1/PDF/-/70025521_Connected_Taunton_Draft_v9_9.1.18_Small_file_Spreads.pdf
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Document / 
Programme 

Status 
Responsible 

body(ies) 
Commentary 

recognised as a major regional centre for its education, culture, leisure and sport.” See 

https://www.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/media/1450/taunton-garden-town-vision.pdf 

Future Transport Plan 

(2011) 
Approved SCC 

The Transport Plan for Somerset is produced by the County Council and sets transport challenges, 

policy and investments for the county for the period 2011-2026.  See 

https://www.somerset.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/future-transport-plan/  

Taunton Transport 

Strategy 

In 

development 
SW&TC, SCC 

The TTS is being led by SW&TC but is not yet in a position to go out to consultation (it was close to 

that point as coronavirus arrived). 

Local Cycling and 

Walking Infrastructure 

Plan 

In 

development 
SCC 

SCC is currently working on the Taunton LCWIP, but unfortunately not in a position to share 

publicly yet. The aim is to go out to consultation by the end of 2020 where the details of the 

routes that will be the focus of the plan will be available.  There is not yet any specific funding 

available for the LCWIP, but as part of the £2b funding that the Government has recently 

announced, SCC is expecting some funding opportunities to be released in early 2021. 

Covid-19 Active Travel 

Fund 
Delivery phase SCC 

The £120,000 first tranche funding has been used to deliver social distancing schemes such as the 

pedestrianisation of East Street etc. The second tranche indicated funding of £482,000 has 

recently been submitted and mostly expands on the Tranche 1 schemes.  The amount of funding 

available to Somerset is very small, so it measures have been limited in terms of projects that can 

be funded.13 

Small Improvement 
Schemes 

Active SCC 

The County Council administers a small improvements scheme for traffic, road safety, pedestrian 
and cycle projects which can be bid into.  However, the fund is limited in scale and the number of 
projects that can be funded, county-wide.  See https://www.somerset.gov.uk/small-
improvement-schemes/ 

Notes: There are numerous other strategies produced by SCC for transport across Somerset14. 

 
13 See https://somersetnewsroom.com/2020/06/12/measures-to-support-reopening-of-somersets-high-streets%e2%80%af/ for details of projects funded. 
14 These can be viewed at https://www.somerset.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/transport-strategy/#Publications and the list should be reviewed periodically by the college. 

https://www.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/media/1450/taunton-garden-town-vision.pdf
https://www.somerset.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/future-transport-plan/
https://www.somerset.gov.uk/small-improvement-schemes/
https://www.somerset.gov.uk/small-improvement-schemes/
https://somersetnewsroom.com/2020/06/12/measures-to-support-reopening-of-somersets-high-streets%e2%80%af/
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Travel mode hierarchy – “stepping-up” 

The “golden thread” running through this Plan is that the College, staff and students should adopt a 

move towards use of more “green” transport options.  The transport hierarchy, illustrated below, is 

a principle that should be followed with a reduction in the more polluting forms of transport, using 

“sticks” if available and necessary and where balanced with sufficient incentives or “carrots” to help 

move staff and students up the hierarchy steps. 

 

Figure 15: Transport Modes Hierarchy: “Stepping Up” 

 

Summarising Current Challenges 

The current challenges identified above and from the “SWOT” analysis in Appendix 1 can be 

summarised as follows.   

• increasing student numbers and therefore potential increase in vehicles driven to the College 

leading to greater volume of traffic in peak times and difficulties in parking close to the College; 

• local residents’ concerns about student parking on residential streets, compounded by 

increasing numbers of cars being parked in the area by people likely to be working in the town 

centre (to avoid paying for long-stay parking); 

• reduced free on-street parking when residents’ parking scheme introduced; 

• displaced parking from town should travel patterns return to a pre-Covid-19 state; 

• impact of travel on climate change and local air pollution; 

• strategic growth of housing in Taunton leading to a greater number of students and local traffic; 

• lack of available land in vicinity to develop more parking provision; 

• no opportunities at the current time on an already busy and “full” site to reconfigure for 

additional spaces; and, 

• the College will have limited funds to drive physical changes. 

Private car

Taxi

Car (drop-
off and 
collect)

Car share 
(2+)

Public 
transport

E-bikes 
and e-
scooters

Cycling

Walking

Within each, greener choices (hybrid / electric) = lower emissions 
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These challenges, however, may or may not come to fruition in the short to medium term given the 

impact of coronavirus and how we all travel to destinations for work, education, leisure and 

shopping and our frequency of journeys.  There are therefore opportunities presented by the 

changes seen during the pandemic. 

 

Possible Mitigation and Actions 

The possible mitigation and solutions to the challenges posed can be structured around the 

following themes or types of project. 

 

Figure 16: Mapping Actions 

 

Programmes
•Incentives and measures to 

help meet the aims and 
objectives of the Plan

Physical 
Infrastructure

•Physical changes which can be 
explored and / or made on the 
college site

Engagement 
& Influence

•Ways to engage with non-
education sector plans and 
programmes to influence and 
help deliver the aims and 
objectives of the Plan

Communicate 
& Promote

•Communicating the above 
measures to students, staff and
the local community

Plan, Deliver, 
Monitor, 
Manage

•Testing and measuring against 
the proposed actions will help 
to ensure delivery and adjust 
the Plan to ensure it is fit for 
purpose
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The detailed actions to respond positively to the challenges and opportunities are set out below in 

an “Action Plan Framework”, mapping out a way forward for the College, its students and its staff to 

support, encourage and deliver behaviour change, culture change and physical change to improve 

and enhance transport and accessibility to and from the College in the next 5 years. 

The proposed actions below also take into account actions not yet or still being pursued in the 2011 

and 2014 travel plans. 

The College should work to understand the cost and priority attached to each of the suggested 

actions.  It is recognised that not all actions can be undertaken at the same time and so a prioritised 

and staggered programme would be a pragmatic course to follow over the next 3-5 years. 
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Action Plan Framework 

The Action Plan Framework should be used as a “live” monitoring tool to check and challenge, test and measure delivery and the actions’ effectiveness.  Some columns in 

the tables are currently undefined and should be completed by the College in the first term of the 2020-21 academic year.  Those positive actions already being pursued 

and programmes being run by the College are highlighted in italics.  The Framework identifies some actions and projects to which the College will be able to commit or 

continue to commit to.  There are several others which will need further exploration regarding their viability, demand and / or feasibility prior to commitments to 

confirmed proposals being made by the College.  At the annual review point of the Action Plan, additional potential projects and actions could be identified, existing 

actions revised or amended and others removed if exploration has determined that they are unable to proceed. 

 

Programmes 

Ref. Action 
Timing / 

frequency 
Method 

Lead and 
Partners 

Cost Estimate 
(where known) 

Notes 

Capital 
Revenue (per 

annum) 

PR1 
Continue to support Cycle to Work 
scheme. 

Ongoing Existing route and method. 

[to be 
completed / 
supplemented 
by College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

 

PR2 
Continue to run the car parking 
management scheme on-site. 

Ongoing Existing route and method. 

[to be 
completed / 
supplemented 
by College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

 

PR3 

Continue to work with Somerset 
Road Safety to promote safe 
practices amongst new drivers and 
moped riders. 

Ongoing Existing route and method. 

[to be 
completed / 
supplemented 
by College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

 

PR4 
Continue to support County Ticket 
Scheme (including student financial 
support packages). 

Ongoing Existing route and method. 

[to be 
completed / 
supplemented 
by College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

The County Council is not running 
the scheme in the 2020-21 academic 
year but it should be supported if / 
when re-introduced. 

PR5 Continue to operate the staff 
College cycle scheme for local 

Ongoing Existing route and method. [to be 
completed / 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 
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Ref. Action 
Timing / 

frequency 
Method 

Lead and 
Partners 

Cost Estimate 
(where known) 

Notes 

Capital 
Revenue (per 

annum) 

business trips and meetings in 
Taunton. 

supplemented 
by College] 

PR6 

Across several actions, where 
relevant, explore opportunities for 
closer links with local business, 
authorities and organisations to 
lever in sponsorship or time to 
help fund or deliver actions. 

2020-21 

Utilising existing local business 
links via Board members, 
Somerset Chamber, etc. 

Via Lead Staff Member  and / or 
other additional capacity (for 
example, consultancy support) if 
required. 

[to be 
completed / 
supplemented 
by College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

 

PR7 

Explore setting up and facilitating a 

car share scheme for staff and for 

students if insurance issues can be 

overcome. 

2021 In-house study. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

PR8 

Take the positives from the 

temporary 2020-21 approach to 

timetabling and the measures used 

for more remote learning and 

apply in the longer-term alongside 

the quality experience and learning 

that face-to-face teaching methods 

provide.  The introduction of 

complementary alongside to face-

to-face learning could contribute 

to positive impacts on transport 

issues. 

2021 In-house study. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

PR9 

Explore a pilot “park and walk” 

scheme (for one or more 

weekdays), with Somerset West 

and Taunton Council or private / 

business providers, for staff and 

students where parking in the 

2021 

In-house study. 

Establish and maintain links with 

Health & Wellbeing Board and 

Public Health Team officers. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

With reduced commuting of people 

working for business in town and 

edge of centre locations, car park 

providers may be open to incentive 

schemes for those potential users 

who have no other choice than to 
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Ref. Action 
Timing / 

frequency 
Method 

Lead and 
Partners 

Cost Estimate 
(where known) 

Notes 

Capital 
Revenue (per 

annum) 

town centre or edge of centre at 

designated car parks is discounted.  

Link with Public Health & 

Wellbeing Board and County 

Council to understand how such a 

scheme could contribute to their 

health and transport targets. 

Via Lead Staff Member and / or 

other additional capacity (for 

example, consultancy support) if 

required. 

travel by car.  A balance would need 

to be struck to ensure that the 

College is not being seen to simply 

encourage travel to the College by 

car but links with health and 

wellbeing initiatives might be 

welcomed by the health & wellbeing 

board. 

PR10 

Subject to potential demand (if 
identified in staff and student 
survey), explore feasibility 
(including cost and funding 
sources) of a short-term College 
bicycles “bank”, loan or hire 
scheme. 

2021 In-house study. 

[to be 
completed / 
supplemented 
by College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

 

PR11 

Explore the viability of installation 

of an electric car charging point to 

facilitate investment in or lease of 

a small electric or plug-in hybrid 

car for local business trips and 

meetings in and around Taunton. 

2023 
In-house feasibility and viability 

study. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 
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Physical Infrastructure 

Ref. Action 
Timing / 

frequency 
Method 

Lead and 
Partners 

Cost Estimate 
(where known) 

Notes 

Capital 
Revenue (per 

annum) 

PI1 

Continue to replace older single 

bicycle stands and those not 

covered with covered Sheffield or 

similar style stands to increase 

security and the capacity for cycle 

storage / parking. 

2020-21 
Identify priority replacement 

stands from quality standard 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

PI2 

Continue to invest in IT to enable 
and maximise opportunities for 
remote working and learning, 
where practical and feasible for 
both staff and students and course 
material and content. 

Ongoing In-house study 

[to be 
completed / 
supplemented 
by College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

To include exploring staff roles that 
would be suitable for home working 
on a regular basis. 

PI3 

Subject to potential demand (if 

identified in staff and student 

survey) explore feasibility 

(including cost and funding 

sources) and possible locations on-

site to install additional covered 

and secure cycle stands. 

2021 In-house study 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

PI4 

Seek to resolve any issues relating 

to security and safety of student 

and staff use of the foot / 

cyclepaths to Mountway and the 

informal route across the “green 

wedge”. 

2021 
In-house study and dialogue with 

responsible bodies / landowners. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 
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Engagement & Influence 

Ref. Action 
Timing / 

frequency 
Method 

Lead and 
Partners 

Cost Estimate 
(where known) 

Notes 

Capital 
Revenue (per 

annum) 

EN1 

Engage in the local planning and 

transport planning process (with 

Somerset West and Taunton 

Council and Somerset County 

Council (Transport Planning Team)) 

with constructive and objective 

responses to consultations 

reflecting the transport, education 

and other aims and objectives of 

the College, and to influence future 

funding applications and spend. 

Termly 

Nominate a member of staff and 

/ or other additional capacity (for 

example, consultancy support) if 

required to be a liaison with 

officers at the two local 

authorities to periodically get 

updates on or monitor their 

websites re key work-streams 

and timing of plans and 

programmes which could 

present opportunities for the 

College to influence change, 

projects and access funding. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

Key documents will be Local Plan 

Review, future Garden Town 

documents, Local Transport Plan for 

Somerset, Taunton Local Transport 

Strategy, Walking and Cycling 

Strategy and Local Transport and 

Infrastructure Plan. 

Periodically check local authority 

websites for announcements on 

timing or maintain relationships with 

officers to understand up-to-date 

picture. 

EN2 

Engage with local campaigns to 

improve pedestrian and cycle 

accessibility (for e.g. Taunton Area 

Cycling Campaign). 

Annual 

Establish links with key 

individuals and / or groups 

within professional networks 

such as linkedin and facebook. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

EN3 

Engage with the Somerset Public 

Health & Wellbeing Board and 

Public Health officers to connect to 

their health targets and outcomes 

in the Health & Wellbeing Strategy 

and explore access to funding via 

health sector. 

2020 

initially, 

then termly 

Initially contact in 2020 and then 

maintain links termly. 

Via Lead Staff Member and / or 

other additional capacity (for 

example, consultancy support) if 

required.  

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

EN4 

Support and encourage any 

relevant scheme to provide and 

cycle and footpath across the 

“green wedge” to improve 

connectivity and accessibility to 

south Taunton. 

When 

appropriate 

When engaging on and 

responding to future planning 

documents with Somerset West 

and Taunton. 

Via Lead Staff Member and / or 

other additional capacity (for 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 
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Ref. Action 
Timing / 

frequency 
Method 

Lead and 
Partners 

Cost Estimate 
(where known) 

Notes 

Capital 
Revenue (per 

annum) 

example, consultancy support) if 

required. 
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Communicate & Promote 

Ref. Action 
Timing / 

frequency 
Method 

Lead and 
Partners 

Cost Estimate 
(where known) 

Notes 

Capital 
Revenue (per 

annum) 

CM1 

Continue to share useful websites, 

apps, etc. on travel options and 

reducing car use with students and 

staff. When 

published 

media 

produced 

and events 

held. 

Social media 

posts once or 

twice a 

month. 

During 

scheduled 

focus weeks. 

Explore following routes and 

set out in travel 

communication strategy (what, 

where, when, how). 

Print media – prospectus, 

enrolment / registration 

information, freshers’ events / 

induction, Development Plan. 

Banners. 

Newsletters / leaflets 

Notice boards across College 

campus. 

Website. 

Social media (set up regular 

posts). 

Intranet. 

External communication with 

general public about positive 

travel plan – Taunton street 

fairs, festivals and events 

where College already has 

presence. 

“Green travel” week and 

piggyback other events such as 

cycle to work week etc. 

Other awareness raising weeks. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

CM2 

Continue to communicate to 

students the importance of locking 

their bicycles when parking on-site. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

CM3 

Communicate travel plan and 

measures to students and staff to 

continue to educate all about 

greener and smarter travel choices 

and options. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

CM4 

Linked to the above action, 

promote existing public transport 

(e.g. County Ticket Scheme) and 

cycling incentives (e.g. Cycle to 

Work scheme) and offers to 

students and staff. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

CM5 

Revise the College Development 

Plan to reflect existing College 

commitments to influence 

positively mitigation and 

adaptation to the impacts of 

climate change.  

At next 

review of 

Development 

Plan 

(annually?) 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

CM6 

Ensure that travel plan or action 

plan (at least) is communicated 

with local residents. 

When Board 

approves 

travel plan 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 
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Ref. Action 
Timing / 

frequency 
Method 

Lead and 
Partners 

Cost Estimate 
(where known) 

Notes 

Capital 
Revenue (per 

annum) 

CM7 

Revise College campus map to add 

location of cycle stands, covered 

cycle stands, cycle paths walking 

routes and bus stops (and dd any 

future additional infrastructure 

provision such as electric charge 

points etc.).  Make available on 

website as well as replacing in 

existing campus plan locations. 

2021 In-house or external publisher 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 
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Plan, Deliver, Monitor, Manage 

Ref. Action 
Timing / 

frequency 
Method 

Lead and 
Partners 

Cost Estimate 
(where known) 

Notes 

Capital 
Revenue (per 

annum) 

PL1 

Continue to deliver existing 

transport management schemes 

and incentives, monitoring their 

effectiveness. 

Ongoing 

Via appropriate staff member 

tasked with administering 

scheme. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

PL2 

“Appoint”, if not already in place, a 
member of staff in the Senior 
Management Team or other 
support officer to act as the 
responsible person to manage the 
implementation of the travel plan. 

2020 Via Senior Management Team. 

[to be 
completed / 
supplemented 
by College] 

[to be 
completed 
by College] 

[to be 
completed by 
College] 

 

PL3 

Identify budget to deliver actions 

and any capital and revenue 

funding gaps which would need to 

be filled to fully implement 

actions. 

2020-21 
Via relevant Staff Member and 

Senior Management Team. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

PL4 

Explore the provision of a new 

changing facility with showers and 

lockers for staff located in a more 

convenient location adjacent to 

covered and secure cycle stands. 

2020-21 

Via Lead Staff Member and / or 

other additional capacity (for 

example, consultancy support) if 

required. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

 

PL5 

Annual students and staff survey 

to collect data on travel habits and 

modes, times of travel in and out 

of College, distances travelled, 

needs, blockages to using 

alternative travel modes and ideas 

for solutions to reduce travel by 

private car etc. 

Annual 
Initial survey in-house under 

consultant guidance. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

Annual to suit College but reflecting 

seasonality of choices made. 
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Ref. Action 
Timing / 

frequency 
Method 

Lead and 
Partners 

Cost Estimate 
(where known) 

Notes 

Capital 
Revenue (per 

annum) 

PL6 

Monitor / request information on 

Borough and County Council use of 

s106 and Community 

Infrastructure Levy funds on 

transport solutions local to the 

College. 

Annual 

Via local authority liaison officer 

(see action above) and / or other 

additional capacity (for example, 

consultancy support) if required. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

Borough and County Council should 

publish details of spend at the end of 

each calendar year.  Inquire in 

January each year. 

PL7 

Monitor (test and measure, check 

and challenge) the actions in this 

Plan to implement in a proactive 

way and monitor their 

effectiveness. 

Termly 

Via Lead Staff Member and / or 

other additional capacity (for 

example, consultancy support) if 

required. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 

At a time to best suit College staff 

member with the responsibility but 

most beneficial at the end of each 

term. 

PL8 

Report on an annual basis to the 

College Governors the monitoring 

of the travel plan and adjust 

actions to continue to improve and 

enhance transport and 

accessibility to and from the 

College. 

Annual 

(end of 

year) 

Via Lead Staff Member and / or 

other additional capacity (for 

example, consultancy support) if 

required. 

[to be 

completed / 

supplemented 

by College] 

[to be 

completed 

by College] 

[to be 

completed by 

College] 
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Responsibilities and Accountability 

As indicated above, it will be important for the College to commit to identify a member of staff and / 

or other additional capacity to have responsibility for the Action Plan’s further development and to 

lead on, co-ordinate and / or deliver the actions / projects.   

 

Next Steps 

As suggested in the introduction to this Plan, this report forms the first part of what is considered to 

be a 5-stage process alongside implementation of the actions proposed in the Action Plan 

Framework.  These stages are: 

1. Community Travel Plan: This Community Travel Plan sets out how best the College can deal with 

challenges it faces related to travel and accessibility and respond to opportunities in the coming 

years. 

2. Screening: The first implementation task should be to consider and confirm the actions 

proposed in the Action Plan Framework, completing estimates for timings and / or costs of the 

actions as accurately as possible at the current time.   

3. Survey: The Plan has been compiled using little up-to-date data to quantify the proposed 

actions.  The third stage of the process will require detailed data to be collected from staff and 

students (towards the end of 2020 or early 2021) in relation to a range of issues, focusing on 

how they travel to and from the College, how best to mitigate difficulties presented by travelling 

to the site and develop 

solutions.  In can also be used 

as a testbed for the proposed 

actions identified in this Plan. 

4. Monitoring: Once the 

recommended actions set out 

in this report have been better 

defined and scrutinised using 

this data, the third stage will 

need to focus on accurately 

monitoring (perhaps annually) 

travel behaviour and the impact of actions brought in to mitigate problems.   

5. Implementation: The implementation of the proposed Action Plan Framework in the Plan will be 

an ongoing process, commencing at the start of the 2020-21 academic year (September) and 

should be reviewed periodically during the lifetime of the Plan.   
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Appendix 1 - SWOT analysis 

The following grid sets out the key strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats which face the 

college where they are related to transport and accessibility.  The highlighted factors represent 

drivers for change which have led to the development of this plan. 

 

Strengths Weaknesses 
Key local employer. 
Responsible education provider. 
Training students for future roles in careers and 
employment in Taunton and across Somerset / 
eastern Devon area. 
Quality education across a wide range of 
subjects. 
Attractive College for students. 
College in a position of influence in relation to 
student and staff travel habits. 

Lack of available land in vicinity to develop 
more parking provision. 
No opportunities at the current time on an 
already busy and “full” site to reconfigure for 
additional spaces. 
Growth in Taunton in next 10-15 years will 
increase pressure on current site without 
solutions put in place to accommodate 
potential additional students physically on-site 
or in other ways (e.g. increased remote 
learning). 
Limited funds to drive physical changes. 
College cannot police student behaviour off-
site. 

Opportunities Threats 
The changing climate means that we all have a 
role in driving change. 
Link learning with transport solutions. 
Education being used to lever culture change – 
students, staff and families. 
Online / remote learning. 
Current issues around parking push college to 
innovate to find solutions to issues rather than 
(unsustainably) develop additional parking 
capacity on-site. 
Major development on southern side of 
Taunton. 
Previous shorter-term travel plans which were 
a necessary response to development at the 
college present an opportunity to build upon 
many of the positive actions and programmes 
already put in place. 
Good time to influence future strategies and 
programmes looking to deliver transport 
solutions. 

Reduced free on-street parking when residents’ 
parking scheme introduced. 
Reducing capacity for free nearby on-street 
parking due to encroachment of daily 
commuters to avoid paying in town centre car 
parks. 
Limited physical space on-site could constrain 
college’s ability to grow without additional site 
or sites. 
Climate change. 
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Appendix 2 – 2011/12 Travel Plan (Sections A, B and C) 
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Appendix 3 – 2014 Travel Plan for Student Accommodation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See 

https://www2.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/WebPages/Imaging/ViewImage/ViewImage.aspx?S

RBarCode=Ty1DGpSgLrOar2CBvT&ExtID=PDF  

 

https://www2.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/WebPages/Imaging/ViewImage/ViewImage.aspx?SRBarCode=Ty1DGpSgLrOar2CBvT&ExtID=PDF
https://www2.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk/WebPages/Imaging/ViewImage/ViewImage.aspx?SRBarCode=Ty1DGpSgLrOar2CBvT&ExtID=PDF
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Appendix 4 – Transport Network Maps 
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Taunton Walk and Cycle Map 
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Source: Somerset County Council 
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Public Rights of Way Network 

 

 

Source: https://roam.somerset.gov.uk/roam/map#  

  

https://roam.somerset.gov.uk/roam/map
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Taunton Cycle Network 

  

Source: Taunton Area Cycling Campaign 
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Firstbus Taunton Network 

 

 

Source: Firstbus 
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Firstbus County Network 

 

Source: Firstbus 
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Slinky Bus 
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Source: https://www.travelsomerset.co.uk/slinky-services-demand-responsive-transport/ 

https://www.travelsomerset.co.uk/slinky-services-demand-responsive-transport/
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Appendix 5 – SCC Residents Parking Scheme Proposal Letter 
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